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Asymptotic Formulae for the Distributions of Some Criteria 
for Tests of Equality of Covariance Matrices 
A. K. CHATTOPADHYAY* AND K. C. S. PILLAI' 
Department of Statistics, Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana 47907 
The asymptotic expansions are derived up to terms of order l/n, for the c.d.f. 
and percentile of the statistic T = m Tr SiS;i, where mSi and nS, are inde- 
pendently distributed W(m, p, Z,) and W(n, p, Z,), respectively. The expansions 
hold when X,X;’ = I + E and 1 Chi(E)] < 1. This technique is utilized to 
find the asymptotic expansion for the c.d.f. and percentile of F’ = 
(m,/n,)(Tr S,S;‘/Tr S&r), where ml& , m,S, , niS, , n&S1 are independently 
distributed Wishart matrices with degrees of freedom m, , ma , n, , rzp, respec- 
tively, and each of the pairs (S, , S,), (S, , S,) has a common Covariance 
matrix. Finally, an asymptotic expansion for the Fk,, in a special case has been 
attempted where FA,, is a criterion suggested for tests of equality of common 
Covariance matrices of the pairs above [6]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let mS, and nS, be independently distributed W(m, p, C,) and W(n, p, C,), 
respectively. Then the asymptotic expansions for the c.d.f. and percentiles of 
T = m Tr SrS;’ have been obtained in this paper upto terms of order I/n. 
It may be noted that T = nlJ@), where U(P) is the criterion studied by Pillai 
[4] for the test of C, = C, , and the power of this test against alternatives of a 
one-sided nature was discussed by Pillai and Jayachandran [5]. Further, 
asymptotic expansions for the c.d.f. and percentile are derived for F’ = (ml/%) 
(Tr S,S,-I/Tr SsS;‘), where mlSl, m,S, , n,S, , and n,S, are independently 
distributed Wishart matrices with degrees of freedom m, , m2 , n, , na respec- 
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tively, and each of the pairs (S, , S,), (S, , S,) has a common covariance matrix. 
Also the asymptotic c.d.f. is obtained for the maximum F’ in a special case 
(see Section 5). Pillai has suggested F&, [6] for a test of equality of the common 
covariance matrices of the above pairs. 
If in F’, Sr and Sa are computed from independent subsamples of the same 
sample and so also are Ss and S, , F&,, is an alternate to the U(p) test above. 
2. AN ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION FOR PERCENTILES OF T= m Tr$S;l 
In this section we will derive an asymptotic expansion for the percentiles of 
T = m Tr S,S;‘. 
By definition earlier, let mS1 and nS, be distributed W(m, p, B-1) and 
IV(n, p, A-l), respectively, where B-1 = C, and A-1 = C, . Then it is well 
known [1] that the statistic y = m Tr S,A is a linear function of central chi- 
square variables, i.e., y = C$ hjxja(m), where xja(m)‘s are independent central 
chi-square variables with m d.f. and &‘s, j = l,..., p are the characteristic roots 
of U = AB-l, i.e., &‘s satisfy 1 A - hB / = 0. 
Let G(0) = Pr{m Tr &A < 20} and replacing A by B we get 
Pr{m Tr S,B < 20} = G,(B) = [r(p)]-l j: e-V-l dt a*., 
where p = mp/2. 
(1) 
Now since for large n we may use S2 as an approximation of A-l, we can 
use, as a first approximation, 
G(8) = Pr{m Tr S,S;l < 28} *.a. (2) 
Now we may, as suggested in [2], obtain a function h(S,) in the elements of 
S, such that 
G(0) = Pr{m Tr S,S;’ < 2h(S,)}, 
and then write h(S,) as a series with the first term being a linear function of 
chi-square variables and successive terms of decreasing order of magnitude. 
We get 
Pr{m Tr SISil < 2h(S,)) = JR Pr{m Tr &S,’ < 2h(S,) 1 S,} Pr{dS,) a*., (3) 
where Pr{dS,} is the probability element of the central Wishart distribution of 
S2 and R is the domain of integration of S2 . Now let 
(4) 
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We expand the integrand in (3) around A-r in Taylor’s series and get 
Pr{m Tr S1S;1 < h( Sa) I Sa} 
= jexp [ i 
i<i=l 
(sij - qi) &-I 1 Pr{m Tr SlA < 24%-l)] 
where 
a(P x PI = 
where 
= {exp[Tr(S, - A-‘) a]} Pr{m Tr S,A < 
/a la 
) I 
- -- 
( ; (1 + %) & = 
aull 2 aal2 i i 
ia Ia 
\ 
-__ ___ 
2 au,, 2 aaDz 
Sii = 1 if i=j 
= 0 if i#j. 
Now integrating term-by-term for sufficiently large n, we get [2] 
G(0) = / exp[Tr(Sa - A-l) a] Pr{m Tr S,A < Ur(A-I)} Pr{dS,) 
R 
where 
= 8 Pr{m Tr S,A < 2h(A-l)}, 
0 = exp[-Tr A-l~Y](r,(n))-l ] A lnjz 
s 
1 S, ](n-~-l)/~ exp[Tr(S,d - (42) AS2)] dS2 
R 
= exp[-Tr A-%?] ] I - (2/n) A-V /-(12/2) 
= I + (I/B) 2ur,~t, a,, a,, + o(g -a. 
Further, we expand h(S,) around 8 as 
It@,) = e + 4(S,) + h,(S,) + ***, 
where h,(S,) is O(+. 
Hence we get 
Pr{nr Tr S,A < %(A-l)} 
= exp[{h(A-r) + h2(A-l) + ***}D] Pr{m Tr &A d B} 
= [l + {&(A-r) + h,(A-9 + me*> D + **-I Pr{m Tr &A G B}, 
(5) 
(6) 
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where 
Hence we get 
a 
D=%. (7) 
W’) = [l + W%sutuast%w + W2)1 
x [I + &(A-r) D + O(r2)] Pr{m Tr S,A < 20}. 
Now equating terms of successive order [2], we have 
{W-l) D + 1/ n Z a,,atuastaur} Pr{m Tr SrA < 20} = 0. 
Hence to evaluate &(A-r) we have to find astaU7 Pr{m Tr !$A < 20}. 
Here we use the perturbation technique [3]. Let 
J = Pr{m Tr &(A-l + e)-l < 20}, 
where l ( p x p) is a symmetric matrix sufficiently close to 0( p x p). By Taylor’s 
theorem we get 
] = (1 + Zursa,.s + 1/2Z~,.SEtUi3PSatU + ...} Pr{m Tr S,A < 20} .... 
Also by definition we get 
(8) 
s exp[-$ Tr BYY’]dY, R 
where mS, = YY’, Y(p x m) and R : {Y : m Tr &(A-l + a)-’ < 282. Now 
let r(p x p) be a nonsingular matrix such that 
$I”BI’ = I@ x $J) - D, 
$r’(A-l + E)-’ r = I(p x p) 
for a(p x p) sufficiently close to O(p x p) and D, = diag(v, ,..., Q,). This is 
possible as B and A-l are p.d. . 
Let 
Then 
W x 4 = w x PMP x 4. 
I=( 
/ I - D,E 1 
1 
-(mm 
II--D,I G&9, 
where p = pm/2 and E is an operator such that EG,(B) = G,+l(e). Now let 
E = A + 1. Then 
II-D,E1/lI-DD,I = II-D,-D,Al/lI-DD,I 
= ( I - [B-l(A-l + e)-’ - r] A j 
=11-m/ (say). 
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Hence 
J = / I - xd (-(‘+) G,(B) 
= exp[(--m/2) log ( I - xd I] G,(B). 
Now if B-lA = I + F such that 1 chr(F)I < 1, i = l,...,p, then for a($ x p) 
sufficiently close to O(p x p) we get / Ch,(X) 1 < 1, i = l,..., p, and 
J = [l + (m/2)(Tr X) d + {(m2/8)(Tr X)2 + (nz/4)(Tr X2)} A2 
+ {(m/6) Tr X3 + (m2/8) Tr X + (m3/48)(Tr X)3} A3 + ...I G,(B). 
Now using Taylor’s expansion for A-l + E we get 
X = B-l(A-l + +’ - I = B-i(A-1 + &rSA,-,l)-i - I 
= B-l(I + Z,,AA;,1)-lA - I 
= B-I(1 - ,+%A;; + ZE~~E,,(AA;.)(AA~) + **a) A - I 
= (B-IA - I) - &rs(B-lA)(A;.A) 
+ Z;,,<,,(B-‘A)(A;,‘A)(AzA) .**, 
where A;,’ is the p x p matrix obtained by operating LJrS on A-l, i.e., it has its 
(i, j)-th element as &Q&3, + S,&). Now using the notations 
Tr(A;iA) = (rs) 
Tr(A;,‘A)(A$A) = (rs [ lu) 
Tr F(A;iA)(A;iA) = (F 1 YS 1 try) 
Tr(B-lA)(A;,‘A)(AzA) = (I + F / rs 
Tr F = (F) 
I w 
we get 
Tr Fa = (F 1 F) etc. 
/ = [I + WW) A + {h2/8)W2 + ~mIW/FN A2 
+ ((m/@(F I F I F) + (m2/8)(F)(F I F) + (m3/48)(Q31 A3 + *.. 
+ &A-(m I 2)(I + F I 4 A + ((--m/W I I+ F I N 
- (m2/4)(F)(I + F I N> A2 + (-+4W I F I I+ F I 4 
+ (m2/8){--2(F)(F I1 + F I 4 - (F I F)(I + F I 4 
- 3m3/48 (F)2 (I + F I YS)) A3 + *** 
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+ Jktu{(m/2>(I + F I rs I fu) d + ((m/4){(I + F I ys I 1 + F I 4 
+ 2(F / I + F I rs I m>> + (m2/8){(I + F I rs)(I + F I W 
+ 2(F)(I + F I rs I W}) A2 + ((m/@NF I 1 + F I rs I 1 + F I tu) 
+ 3(F I F I 1 + F I rs I 41 + (m2/WF I WI + F I rs I t4 
+ (WI + F I 7s I I+ F I tu) + W + F I W(F I I+ F I ~$1 
+ 2(F)(F I I + F I rs I tu)} + (m3/48){3(F)2 (I + F j rs I TV) 
+ 3(F)(I + F I rs)(I + F I tu))) A3 + ...I G,@). (9) 
Also we note dG,(O) = --Eg,,(B), where g,(B) = [r(p)]-ie-tt”-l. Comparing 
the two expressions for _7 in (8) and (9) and equating coefficients of <tUerS we get 
h&l) = 1/4n 1 u,t44~(1 + F I ys I 4 E 
r,s.t.u 
+ (241 + F I ys I 1 + F I 4 + 2(F I 1 + F I rs I tu)> 
+ m2{(I + F I 41 + F I tu) + W)(I + F I n I W&W - 1) 
+ (4mUF I I+ F I n I I+ F I tu> + (F I F I I+ F I ys I tu>> 
+ m2f(F I F)(I + F I ys I tu) + (F)(I + F I *s I 1 + F I tu> 
+ 2(F I 1 + F I rs)(I + F I 3 + WW I 1 + F I rs I Wf 
+ (m3/2)W2(I + F I rs I tu) + (F)(I + F I 4 
x (I + F / tu)))E(E2 - 2E + 1) + a*.] g,(B)[G’(B)]-i. 
The result as it stands is not convenient for practical use. In order to make 
some simplification we assume that terms involving fijfkl are negligible, where 
fir is the (i,j) element of F. 
Also we note 
c u&&s&4 = P, 
r.s.t,u 
c u,t4F I Wu> = (FL 
r.s.t,ll 
and 
c ustuw(F I rs I 3 = (VP + 1)/Z. 
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Hence under the above assumptions, we get 
h&l) = l/4n [4+(~ + I)/2 + (P + l)(F)/2) E 
+ (2m{p(p + 1)/2 + 4(F)(p + 1)/2) + m2{2(F) + (F)P(P + 1) 
+ p} E(E - 1) + (4m(F)($ + lY2 + mY(F) $0~ + l)P 
+ 2(F)} + (m3/2)(F)p)(E3 - 2~ + E)l M)[W>l-‘. 
Recalling that (mp/2) = p and putting 20 = y and noting 
we get 
E”g,(B) = 
ei 
p(p + I) ... (p + i - l)gQ@)* 
T = m Tr SISil = y + W [W + 1)(1 + (F)/P)Y 
+ (P + 1X1 + ~(F)/P)Y ( mpy+ 2 - 1) + (mh4 
x (2(F) + (F)P(P + 1) +P)Y ( mpy+ 2 - 1) + W)(P + IMP 
+ ~W)(P + W2 + XWd + W/W))y ((mp + $;mp + 4J 
- cmp2; 2) + I)] g,(W’(W’ + O(@) a... (10) 
Hence we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let mS, and nS, be independently distributed W(m, p, B-l), 
W(n, p, A-l), respectively, and let 
(i) B-lA = I + F and 1 ch,(F)j < 1, i = l,...,p 
(ii) terms involving fiifkl be negligible, where fij is the (i, j) element of F. 
Then an asymptotic expansion for the percentile of T = m Tr S,S;’ is given 
kY w 
Here, as defined earlier, 
Y = jfl hxj”(m) . .. (11) 
and hj2(m)‘s are independent central chi-square variables with m d.f. and hi’s 
are ch. roots of U = AB-l. 
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Special case 
As a check, we put F(p x p) = O(p x p). Then 
Y = XVP) 
is a central chi-square variable with mp d.f. and G(B) = G,(B). Hence we get 
T = X2 + 1/2n [2(p + 1) X2 + (p + 1) X2 c--$$- - 1) 
+ bP>lP x2 ( mpx; 2 - 1 &mm- + W2) )] 
= X2 + 1/2n [((p + m + l)/(mp + 2)) X4 + (P - m + 1) X21 + W2), 
where X2 = $(mp). This agrees with Ito’s result [2] up to the indicated order. 
3. AN ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION FOR THE C.D.F. OF T = m Tr SiS;’ 
In this section we obtain an asymptotic expansion for the c.d.f. of T following 
the methods described in the previous section. Again we write 
Pr{m Tr SiS;’ < 203 = 1, Py{m Tr S,S,l < 20 j S,} Pr{dS2} 
= 0 Prim Tr S,A < 20). 
Since 
we get 
Pr{m Tr S,S;l < 20} = Pr{m Tr SrA < 2fl> 
+ l/2 &rsatuastaul. Prim Tr S,A < 20) + O(nm2). 
Now using the value of asta,,+. Pr{m Tr !$A < 20} as before, we get 
Pr{m Tr S,S;l < 20} = G(B) - l/n [h&l)] G’(B) + O(n-2)], 
and under the assumptions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1, 
Pr{m Tr S,S,1 < 20} = G(0) - 1/4n [4(P + 1)( P + (F)): 
+ 3 ((p + I)(P + 4(F)) + mQ(F) + (F) P(P + 1) + P>) 
xe ( 28 - 
mp + 2 
1 1 +:(2(F)(p + 1) +m(F)P(p + 1)/2 +2m(W 
+ m2p(F)‘2) ’ ((mp + $zp + 4) - (mp +2) 
-%- + i)] g,(e) + o(q -. 
(12) 
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Hence we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Under the assumptions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1, the asymptotic 
expansion for the c.d.f. of T = m Tr S,SF~ is given by (12). 
Special case 
Here again as a check we put F(p x p) = O(p X p), and we get 
Prim Tr S,S;’ < 28) 
= GA4 - 1/2n UP - m + 1) + 2( P + 1 + m)/(mp + 2) e2] g,(B) + O(n-“), 
and this agrees with Ito’s result [2]. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION FOR THE C.D.F. AND PERCENTILES 
OF F' = (q Tr S,S;l)/(nl Tr S&‘) 
Let m,S, , m2S2 , n,S, , n,S, be distributed independently W(m, , p, A-l), 
W(m, , P, A-l), W(nr , p, B-l), W(n, , p, B-l), respectively, where Sr , S, , 
Ss , S4 are four covariance matrices. Then 
Pr{F’ = (m, Tr S,B)/(n, Tr E&A) < 0) = L(B) ..., (13) 
where L(0) is the distribution of ratio of two independent quadratic forms. 
Now when A = B, we get 
-W = G(4 ~1) ~2) 
(n,8/m,) is the tabled F value with m,p and n,p d.f. for a given probability and 
(m,p/2) = Pl 9 (w/2) = p2 a... (14) 
Also 
where 
B(t, p1 , P2> = [qfl , Pz)l-l tP’-%l + t)P’+@ . ..* (15) 
As in the earlier part, our problem here is to find a function h(S, , S, , 0) = h 
(say) such that 
Pr{m, Tr S,S;‘/n, Tr S,S,1 < h} = L(B). 
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As before, we now write h as a series with the first term as the ratio of two 
independent quadratic forms and successive terms of decreasing order of 
magnitude, i.e., we put 
h = e + h, + h, + ..‘) (16) 
where 
hi = O(m-2) and m = min(n, , m2) *a.. 
Proceeding as in the first part, we get 
Pr{m, Tr SrS;‘/n, Tr S,S,1 < h) 
(17) 
where Pr{dS2} and Pr{dS,} p re resent the probability element of S, and S, , 
respectively, and RI is the appropriate range of integration. Now 
Pr ( ml Tr Wi’ 
! n1 Tr S,S;’ < h IS2 9 sl I 
= {exp[Tr(S, - B-l) W]}(exp[Tr(S2 - A-l) d’2’1) 
x Pr 
t 
ml Tr SIB 
n, Tr S,A 
< h(A-l, B-l)/, 
where A-1 is given in (4) and 
and 
Hence we get 
iY2) = (l/2 (1 + S,,) g--s 
W = I,, ~exNW% - B-l) 8l)]}{exp[Tr(S, - A-‘) a’2’]} 
x Pr 
t 
ml Tr SIB 
%TrfM 
< h(A-l, B-l) 1 Pr{dS,) Pr(dS3 
= 8Pr 
1 
q Tr SIB 
%TrSBA 
< h(A-l, B-l)\, 
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where 
0 = /exp[-Tr B-l a(l)] / I - (-$-) d”) I-nd’2 1 
x {exp[-Tr A-%Y2)] 1 I - (2/m,) ~9’~) l-n’2’2. 
Hence we get 
0 = 1 + l/n, Tr(B-1d’1))2 + l/m, Tr(A-1#2))2 $ O(m-2) 
= 1 + l/n, ,q.g,,a$a~j + I/m, zursot,a$)al’,’ + O(m-') ..‘, (18) 
where 
Hence 
a:) = 1/2 (1 + s,,) & , 
rs 
a:) = i/2 (1 + a,,) $. 
T.7 
where D is defined in (7). Now equating terms of successive orders [7, 81, we 
have 
etc. Hence to find 
and 
pq.shtua~)a(l)j Pr 
( mI Tr SiB 
UT ( n1 Tr S,A ’ ‘1 
We again apply the perturbation technique as in James [3]. Let 
( ml Tr Si(B-l + s(n)-1 
J1 = Pr i nl Tr S,(A-1 + ,12,)-l- ' e 
where G(p x p), c(a)(p x p) are symmetric matrices corresponding to small 
increments l !!) and .~!a). 
As before,‘by Taylzr’s theorem applied on B-l + co) and A-l + 0, we get 
j1 = [I + ,zqa;y + zEp;y 
(20) 
6831112-7 
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We can also find Jr as follows: 
Rl 
, exp[- l/2 Tr(AX,X,’ + BXsX,l)] dX, dX, , 
where 
and 
WP x ml), %(P x 4, Sl = X1X1’, s, = X,X,‘, 
R,’ : 
[ 
Xl , X3 : 
ml Tr S,(B-l + err))--1 
n, Tr Ss(A-1 + s(s))-l ’ ’ I * 
Now let G( p x p) and H( p x p) be nonsingular matrices such that 
l/2 G’(A-l + @))-lG = IQ x p) 
l/2 G’BG = IQ x p) - qc2) 
l/2 H’(B-l + so’)-lH = I($ x $J) 
l/2 H’AH = I( p x p) - q(l) 
where 
q(i) = diag($),..., 7:)) 
rtc2) = diag(qj2),..., 7:)). 
This is possible as A-l, B-l are p.d. and s(l), and sc2) are sufficiently close to 
WJ x P>* 
Now let 
Xl = HZ,, X, = GZ, , 
and following Siotani [7, 81, we get 
where 
GY(Pl 7 P2) = f(P1 + a3 P2> and J%?wPl > P2) = “UP1 3 P2 + 4 
for any positive integer a and b and function f(pl , p2). 
Now, as in the previous sections, we get 
/ I - ?‘l’Ei i/i I - Q”’ 1 = j I - XLtr I, 
and 
where 
X xz A-‘(B-1 + &))-I - I, and y = B-l(A-1 + ,(2’)-’ - I. 
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Hence 
J1 = (I I - X A, l-m1’2 / I - Y 4 \-“I’~> G(fJ ~1, pg). 
Now if B-IA = I + F and A-1B = I + E such that ! chi(F)j < I, j ch,(E)j < 1, 
i = l,..., p, then, for ey) and l 2 sufficiently close to O(p x p), we get 
j ch,(X)] < 1, ) ch;(Y)I < 1, i = 1 ,.a., p. 
Hence 
J1 = [I + m,/2 (Tr X) d, + {ml/4 Tr(X2) + m12/8 (Tr X)2j 4,2 + ***I 
x [I + n,/2 (Tr Y) d, + {n,/4 Tr(Y2) + nr2/8 (Tr Y)“} 4a2 + *.*I 
‘34 ~1 , ~2) -+*- (21) 
Now using similar notations as before, i.e., 
Tr(A;,‘A) = (rs), 
Tr(A;iA)(A$A) = (rs 1 tzl), 
Tr(B;,IB) = [rs], 
Tr(B;,1B)(B;iB) = [TS / tu], 
Tr(A-lB) = (I + E), 
Tr(B-lA) = [I + F], etc., 
and equating coefficients of c(~)E(~) c(~)E(~) $)c(~’ in (20) and (21) with the 9% tu* rs tu, rs tw 
assumption that terms involving eiiek,, II kl, pI kl e..f f. f are negligible, where e,, 
and fij are (i,j) elements of E and F, respectively. We get 
(paw pr 
I 
ml Tr S,B 
78 tu n1 Tr SaA <‘e I 
= P + (7dW P21MI + E I fs I t4 4 + W,P) 
x ((I + E i t-s I I + E I tu> + 2(E I I + E I a- I tu)> + ($14)) 
x {(I + E I MI + E I 4 + 2@:)(1 + E I rs I N>) 42l GO? PI , ~2) v.3 
a~“,Ja~~) Pr
I 
ml Tr SIB 
n1 Tr S,A <e I 
(22) 
= [I + (~,ME) 4lMI + F I t-s I 4 A2 + (h/2) 
x {[I + F I rs I I + F I 4 + 2[F I 1 + F I *s I 41 + ($/4) 
x {[I + F I rsl[I + F I ful + 2(F)@ + F I r.v I Wl) 422l W’, PI t ~2) -.-. 
aE)ag) Pr 
I 
ml Tr SIB 
n1 Tr SsA <e ! 
(23) 
= 112 (m,n,(I + E I =)[I + F I ful4 421 WA ~1 ~2) ..- (24) 
683/r/z-7* 
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Now note that 
44G(4 Pl 7 P2> = ~24W, p1 ,p2) = ( J!- - ___ 
p1 + fz e - 
Pl plp2 1 + 0 1 BP, Pl 9 P2>> 
44v4 Pl7P2) = ~224w, Pl>P2) = ~242W,fl> P2) 
= h + f2h + pz + 1) 
i 
02 h + p2) 02 
P2dP2 + 1) (1- plp2 (1 + 0) 
and 
~242w, Pl > P2) = 42~2G(e, Pl F P2) = 4~24W% Pl% P2) 
( 
h + p2 + oh + p2) 02 h + p2) e =- 
P2PlU + Pl) (1- PlP2 i-t8 
_ h + ~~1 82 
- + +) w7 f1 ) f2). 
4 + d 1 + e 
Hence we have, from (19), 
+(A-l, B-l) D[L(e)] 
= - 
i[ 
(G&P + E) 2 - b@&V + WP + 1) $1 
+ Nw/~~~)(P(P + 1)/z + UW + 1)) 
+ m12/4n, (P + 203) + (E) P(P + 1Nl 
[ 
(nip - 4 20 20 
x (2 +mlP) mlP 
(ml + a 
ml(mlP + 2123 1 + e 1 
- [h/2m2)( PC P +1)/z + WW + 1)) 
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+ h2/4m2)(p + 2(F) + W P(P + 1)l [,$$$rp &I - $1 
- Nv#n2PW + 1) + h~J4~2)(E)(P + 1 I
X- 
I 
m’“, -(ml+nl)P 20 
1 mlnl P2 
m] +R~,/2~2)F)(w4~ + I)/4 + m1~p/411 
x [ hP + nlP + 2)h + 4 P 
mlnl(2 + mlP) P2 (1 yty 
(ml + 4 P 2e2 (ml + nl)p 20 20 ~- 
- ml{2 + m,P) 1 + 0 
___ - 
mlnl P2 1 + f3 + W I 
- bl/2m2)(WhAp + lh’4 + n1~~/4)1 
x [  (mlP + nlP + 2)h + 4 P  
(1 2Tej2M 
(ml + nd P  202 
mlnl(2 + ml P> P2 mlnl P2 i+e 
+ (ml+nl)p -J-f-+$-]\fqe,pl,p2) -. 
d2+nIP)P 1 +@ (25) 
Using h,(A-l, B-l) in (25) and the 
where 0 is defined in (1 S), we get 
Pr 1 7 ~~~~~~ < 01 = L(e) - h,(A-l, B-r) D[L(e)] + O(m-a) ..., (26) 
1 3 2 
where L(B) is defined in (13) and D in (7). 
Also noting the expansion h = 0 + h, + h, + ... as in (16), we have 
F’ = (m, Tr S,S;‘)/(n, Tr S,S;l) = 0 + h,(A-‘, B-l) + O(m-‘) ..., (27) 
where 0 is the percentile corresponding to the ratio of two quadratic forms. 
Thus we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3. Let S, , S, , S, , S, 6e covariance matrices having W(m, , p, A-l), 
W(m, , p, A-l), W(n, , p, B-l), W(n, , p, B-l), respectively. Then the asymptotic 
expansions for the c.d.f. and the percentile of the statistic 
F’ = (m, Tr SISi’)/(n, Tr S,S,‘) 
are given by (26) and (27), respectively. 
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Special Cases 
If A = B, and m2 = n2 = n, then, noting 
ai:)i3::) Pr 
I 
ml Tr &A < B = i3c2Wz) Pr 
I I 
ml Tr S,A 
n1 Tr S,A T9 tu n, Tr SaA 
<6\ 
\ 
= iY~)a~~) Pr 
I 
ml Tr $A < o 
n,TrS,A ’ 1 ’
we get 
a a Pr mlTrSIA 
78 tu I < 01 = l/2 [(rs I Wh(W + 4) n,Tr S,A , 
+ nd24 + A22) + l/2 (rW)(mA + d2Yl G(4 ply Pi>, 
which agrees with Siotani’s result [7, 81. 
5. C.D.F. OF F’ MAX (SPECIAL CASE) 
Denoting 
F’ max = max ( 
ml Tr &ST1 n1 Tr S,S,1 
n, Tr S,S;’ ’ ml Tr S,S;l 1 ’ 
we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4. The asymptotic expansion for the c.d.f. of FL,, i.e., 
Pr(Fmax < e} is giwen by 
Pr{F max B fl = O if O<l 
= H(m, , nl ,e> - fh , nl ,I> + Wn, , ml ,@I 
- f+, , ml, 1) + O(m-2), if 0 >, 1, 
where H(m, , n1 , 13) = L(B) - h,(A-l, B-l) o[L(O)]. 
Proof. This directly follows from the following two relations: 
(4 1 <F’max < co, 
and 
lb) Pr{r,, , < 8) = Pr{l < (ml Tr S,S;‘/n, Tr S,S;l) < 0) 
+ Pr{l < (nl Tr S,S;1/ml Tr S,S;‘) < e}, where 8 > 1. 
Now we apply the previous results. 
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